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PLUSH SHEEP

This cute and cuddly stuffed toy is a nod to the past and present sheep herding culture of central Idaho!

MOVING THE MILLERS’ MINNIE MOORE MINE MANSION

Discover this true - but fictionalized- story of Annie Miller and her mansion in Bellevue. After her husband died, Annie moved her mansion, slowly on logs, away from her neighbors. Through quirky illustrations and whimsical words, Dave Eggers and Julia Sarda bring this little-known story to life.

P IS FOR POTATO

Explore all things Idaho in this A to Z list of rhymes of the state’s places, people, and facts.
**LOVE IN THE LIBRARY**

Maggie Tokuda-Hall shares the true story of her grandparents meeting at Minidoka Internment Camp in Jerome, Idaho, and their subsequent love story.

**I IS FOR IDAHO**

Learn and practice the alphabet in this field trip around Idaho. Designed for readers aged 2-4 years old.

**BASEBALL SAVED US**

Inspired by true events, Ken Mochizuki brings to life this story of Shorty and other kids at a Japanese Internment Camp, who turn to baseball as a way to get through the difficult circumstances they have been forced to endure.
Local teacher and author, Phil Huss, writes about Hemingway’s time in Sun Valley through the memories and stories of Sun Valley locals.

HEMINGWAY’S SUN VALLEY

Channel your inner Ernest Hemingway with this hand-bound, letterpress journal. It’s the perfect size for travelling light, as it inspires you to “write one true sentence ... the truest sentence that you know.”

LETTERPRESS JOURNAL

This is the first printing of an essay about Mary Hemingway, written by Judith Freeman, who knew Mary and was a writer-in-residence at Hemingway’s Idaho home.

THE GHOST WIFE LETTERPRESS CHAPBOOK
HEMINGWAY QUOTE NOTECARD

The perfect card for Idahoans and/or those visiting from out-of-town, this elegant, letterpress notecard features the famous Ernest Hemingway quote, “A hell of a lot of state, this Idaho, that I didn’t know about.”

HEMINGWAY STICKER

This iconic image of Ernest Hemingway is the perfect addition to a water bottle, laptop, or notebook. It also makes a classy stocking stuffer!

HEMINGWAY BUNDLE

One of the Museum’s special gift packages for the holidays, this bundle includes a blank Hemingway journal or The Ghost Wife chapbook, and a Hemingway notecard and sticker ... the perfect all-in-one gift for writers and Hemingway fans.
Inspired by his time on Bald Mountain and living in Ketchum, local author Alexander Maksik wrote this deeply compelling short story that centers around the iconic mountain.

As part of our historical image notecard collection, we have a few that feature Bald Mountain, including a shot of Baldy from the Sun Valley pool and one from the ice rink.

Local artist Leslie Rego has her work featured in the Museum’s Portrait of a Mountain exhibit. Our gift shop includes her Baldy-inspired paintings as postcards, notecards, and stickers.
LIDAR WATER BOTTLE

Take a piece of the Valley with you on your hikes with this water bottle outfitted with a LiDAR image of the Wood River watershed. Suitable for keeping drinks hot or cold, this is the perfect hiking essential.

HIKERS BUNDLE

For the holiday season only, the Wood River Museum curated a “hikers bundle,” featuring *Deeper Winter* by Alexander Matsik, images of Baldy notecards, and Leslie Rego’s watercolor postcard and sticker.
**THE NELLIE BURNS & MOONSHINE SERIES**

Follow the adventures of Nellie Burns and her dog Moonshine in this exciting series by local author Julie Weston. Fans of mystery will love these books, which are set south-central Idaho.

**GIFTS FOR LOCAL HISTORY BUFFS**

**THE NELLIE BURNS & MOONSHINE SERIES**

Follow the adventures of Nellie Burns and her dog Moonshine in this exciting series by local author Julie Weston. Fans of mystery will love these books, which are set south-central Idaho.

**ROADSIDE GEOLOGY OF IDAHO**

Want to learn how to interpret the many landscapes and rocks throughout Idaho? This book is your guide for doing just that through its photos, graphics, and easy to understand information.

**IMAGES OF AMERICA BOOKS**

The Images of America books, written by local authors, provide historical information as well as photos of Craters of the Moon National Park, Minidoka Internment Camp, and Ketchum, Sun Valley and Hailey in three separate books.
In Native Resistance: An Intergenerational Fight for Survival and Life, author and activist LaNada War Jack (Shoshone-Bannock) explores the genocide of Native Americans and her activist work at UC Berkeley and beyond.

HISTORICAL IMAGE NOTECARDS

Take a step back in time with our collection of historical image postcards! With photos of the train station, fishing on the Big Wood, and others, these notecards are perfect for sending to loved ones this holiday season.
“And Here we have Idaho...” wine tumblers are branded with the Wood River Museum logo and are as perfect for a hot drink this winter or a cold one during the summer!

STICKERS & PATCHES

Our many stickers and patches make perfect stocking-stuffers and surprise embellishments to upgrade other gifts!

COMMUNITY LIBRARY BASEBALL CAP

Rep the Community Library around town with this highly-coveted Nike-branded baseball cap.